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Welcome to my newsletter. In this publication, I share my photographic adventures and provide news
and tips for landscape photographers and San Diego residents who might like to explore some of the
oﬀ-beat places I visit.
Please feel free to share and forward this newsletter. If you are not already subscribed, you may sign
up with this link. Back issues can be found at https://stephenbayphotography.com/newsletter.html.

Upcoming Events
I'll be giving two talks in June at the San Diego County Fair. These will be held in the Veranda Cafe
which is right beside the photography exhibit (second floor of the East Grandstand).
• Milky Way and Landscape Astrophotography on 6/16/19 from 1-2 p.m. I'll present the basics of
how to plan, shoot, and post-process Milky Way landscapes. I'll also briefly cover some advanced
topics for improving the technical quality of your images such as low level lighting, stacking,
tracking, and panorama stitching.
• Landscape Photography: Planning to Post-Processing on 6/23/19 from 4-6:30 p.m. with Amethel
Parel-Sewell. In this special double session, we will present a roadmap for taking your photography
to the next level and will cover topics such as understanding the elements of a good photograph,
developing a unique vision, planning your shot, and
post-processing to meet your technical goals and
creative vision.
I’ll post an oﬃcial event on my facebook page.

Winter Photography Update
This winter we had quite a bit of rain in San Diego county
and California as a whole. We are now oﬃcially out of a
multi-year drought which spanned from December 2011
to March 2019.
The National Weather Service uses a water year that
runs from October to September. For this year, we had
10.6 inches of rain by the end of February which is 144%
more than normal (measured at Lindbergh Field). In
contrast, for the entirety of last year we received only 3.3
inches.
Aloe on the cliﬀs above Scripps Pier. The aloe
typically bloom in December and January.

We see similar statistics throughout the rest of the county with many areas exceeding the average
annual rainfall by February.
All this rain means that wildflowers are blooming everywhere, from our coastal regions to the desert.
And of course this is a great photographic opportunity.

Marguerite daisies by the Children’s Pool, La Jolla.

Poppies Everywhere
You can see California poppies almost
everywhere in SoCal but there is an
especially dense and large bloom
around Walker Canyon in Lake
Elsinore. I was lucky enough to visit a
few times before the crowds became
insane — it was so bad that the cars
were backed up onto the interstate for
multiple exits and the city temporarily
closed the poppy fields.
Some tips if you go and visit:
• The poppies start right by the road
side (Walker Canyon road) but are
accessible for miles on trails into
back hills. So you can expend
whatever level of eﬀort you want.
• It's really crowded right now with
extremely limited parking (and
mandatory shuttle service on
weekends). If at all possible, go on a
weekday.
• Poppies close up at night
(nyctinasty) so if you want to see
them open, go well before late
afternoon.
• Stay on the trails. I know it's
tempting to walk through the flowers
for the perfect photo but the poppies
are literally being trampled to death.
Also, you may see small paths that
Poppies at the edge of the trail at Walker Canyon.
go through a field of poppies. Don’t
walk on this either — this is an
unoﬃcial path that someone made.
Walking on this further compacts the soil and will leave it uninhabitable for poppies for years.
• Finally check the city of Lake Elsinore’s website for the most current information before you go.
If the thought of braving crowds doesn’t appeal to you, there are many other places in San Diego to
see poppies such as on the Oak Canyon Trail in Mission Trails Regional Park.

Rolling hills of poppies. Walker Canyon, Lake Elsinore.

Although Walker Canyon can be quite crowded, there are miles of trails and once you
get past the first half mile, the crowds disappear.

Anza Borrego
I made a few trips out to Anza Borrego this March to catch the wildflower blooms. However, this year
was unusual because various areas in the park peaked at markedly diﬀerent times. This was caused
by an early October thunderstorm that provided very uneven rainfall and started the germination
process early.
The bloom is still going strong and cacti are starting to peak. If you plan to visit, I would check local
wildflower reports which you can find here:
• http://www.abdnha.org/pages/03flora/reports/current.htm
• https://borregowildflowers.com/pages/blooming.html
• http://tchester.org/bd/blooms/2019.html
From a photographic perspective, I
have mixed feelings about my visits.
Although I had an enjoyable
experience, I struggled with my
photography. On the technical side, I
was challenged by the winds and
lighting conditions. The flowers are
typically very small and so if you want
them to appear larger in the frame you
have to get very close and may need to
focus stack which is diﬃcult with any
flower movement. Lighting often
depends on the clouds and while you
can make an educated guess, it's
impossible to predict with complete
accuracy whether you'll have a nice
conditions during the golden hour.
Borrego Springs is a two hour drive
from San Diego and then when you
factor in scouting, you realistically need
to decide whether to go 4-5 hours
beforehand. On the creative side, I like
to experiment with my compositions,
but nothing I tried resonated with me.
I am including two of my pictures in
this newsletter, but they could be
improved. They work perfectly fine as
documentary images but do not meet
my personal bar for an artistic shot. I’m
hoping this gives you some insight into
how I edit and select pictures.

Sand verbena at the entrance to Coyote Canyon. The thick layer
of clouds on the horizon is smoke from the Mecca fire (3/15/19).

Under a starry night. Borrego Springs, CA.

Black and White
For my entire photographic career, I have been a color photographer. When I started photography, I
loved the rich saturated colors of Fuji Velvia film. Although that was many years ago, I still use strongly
saturated colors in my compositions.
However, I recently volunteered at the photography department San Diego City College to teach a
class on light painting to prospective high school students. While I was there, they gave me a tour of
their facilities and I was blown away by the extent of their film and black & white equipment.
I started thinking about what images of mine might look better in black and white. I went back to an
image I shot in 2017, but never shared, of a cave in Sunset cliﬀs. I took it in color and processed it
multiple times but it never looked right. I gave up on it and just let sit in my files.
But after visiting City College I decided to reprocess my image in black and white. And frankly I just
love how it turned out.

Open ceiling cave in Sunset Cliﬀs known as the Big Blowhole. Photo taken in November, 2017.

I made a test print on Canson Platine, a cotton rag paper with a slightly textured satin finish, and could
not stop looking at it. I’ve now decided to make shooting black and white a priority and I will explicitly
seek out compositions for B&W instead of always defaulting to color.
As a next step, I decided to photograph Broken Hill in Torrey Pines. I’ve shot here before many times,
but it can be diﬃcult to photograph because there’s only a limited space to stand before you fall oﬀ a
cliﬀ. I knew that that eroded cliﬀs would be great in black and white so I came out here multiple times
to photograph (as well as get some hiking in). I made a bunch of small tweaks to my composition on
repeated visits. This was made on my third of four visits.

Broken Hill in Torrey Pines State Reserve, March 2019

My Photography Equipment
I’m often asked what gear I use to photograph. I’m in the Sony ecosystem but personally I don’t think
it makes much of a diﬀerence until you start pushing the edges of performance. Any camera you can
buy today is lightyears better than the cameras available just a decade ago.
I shoot with a Sony A7R II camera body which I purchased in 2015. Sony actually has a newer model,
the A7R III, but I never bothered to upgrade because the image quality was the same and the
improvements involved features that were not important to me such as autofocus speed, frame rate,
and battery life.
In terms of lenses, I shoot with a mix of Sony E-mount lenses and Canon EF lenses which can be
mounted with the Metabones IV adapter. I had switched to Sony from Canon and I kept a few lenses
which either don’t have an equivalent or I prefer the Canon version. Here is a summary:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sony 16-35mm f/4 - a great wide angle zoom that I use for ~80% of my images.
Sony 55mm f/1.8 - an extremely sharp and lightweight prime. I often use this for panoramas.
Zeiss Batis 25mm f/2 - only for astrophotography (Milky Way)
Canon 24mm TS-E II - a tilt-shift lens for architecture and urban scenes
Canon 45mm TS-E - I don’t use this much anymore
Canon 70-300L - I kept this lens because the Sony equivalent doesn’t have a tripod collar. I use it for
landscapes, moon and sun alignment shots.

I frequently use filters in my photography. I have the Lee
100mm holder which I use with the following:
• 3, 6, and 10 stop neutral density square filters - I find the
3 and 6 stop most useful especially for coastal shots
where I want to blur the motion of water. I almost never
use the 10-stop.
• 3-stop hard and soft neutral density grads - rarely used
but I still carry them.
• square 4x4 polarizer - I use this to cut reflections on wet
rocks or foliage
I also have a few round polarizers in various sizes when I
don’t need the full system.
I carry everything in my F-stop Loka UL backpack with a
medium ICU (a padded insert that holds the camera and
lens). The backpack has a 37l capacity so it is quite
spacious and weighs only 3lbs (including the insert).

My primary backpack, an F-stop Loka UL
with a medium ICU. The back opens to
access to gear.

Photo mounted for the San Diego Fair. This photo is 12”x18” and mounted with a
single 4-ply black mat on to a 16” x 20” x 3/16” foam board.

Spring Plans
My big project for the spring is entering the photo competition at the San Diego fair. I’ve participated
the past two years and it’s always a challenge to decide which images I want to submit and to which
categories. A pet peeve of mine is that color landscapes are divided into four classes based on
seasons, but that doesn’t necessarily fit well with images made in San Diego — the coast looks more
or less the same all year round.
Last year I mounted my images on foam core with a mat following the method in this video. I had eight
images accepted so it was quite a bit of work to prepare. This year I am considering switching to selfadhesive gator board and using the white border of the paper instead of a mat (as shown in this
video).
The submission deadline is April 12th for the initial digital files (prints are due at a later date). If you are
a photographer, I would encourage you to submit as it can be a great learning experience and it is a
nice way to meet other local photographers.
This year I will definitely have a few black and white entries.
Have a great spring,
Stephen

